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What is Google Colab?

It offers a convenient, free, and powerful platform for 
coding, collaborating, and executing Python projects, 
particularly in data science and machine learning 
domains.



Why Google 
Colab?

No setup required

Notebooks are saved in Google Drive, making it 
easy to access and share.

Supports popular libraries like pandas, numpy, 
and scikit-learn for machine learning and data 
analysis tasks.

Offers access to GPUs and TPUs for accelerating 
computations, particularly useful for deep 
learning tasks



Search Google Colab on Internet



Search Google Colab on Internet



Welcome to Google Colab



File name

You can change the name of the file by clicking here. The file is automatically 
saved in your Google Drive.



Code cell

This is called python cell and you can use it to write your code



Code in Python

Each code cell can be used to write one or more line of code.

The output of the cell can be seen under the selected cell.



Run a cell

To execute the cell, you can click on the "play" button or use the 
keyboard combination "Shift + Enter".



Add a code or text cell

Utilize code cells for writing and executing Python code. Simply click on the 
highlighted button to add a new code cell.

Output of executed code cells, as well as declared variables and functions, are 
automatically stored in memory.

This allows easy access to previously executed code results and variables without 
needing to rerun the entire notebook.



Add a code or text cell

Text cells, denoted as "text" cells, are handy for adding comments or sectioning 
your notebook.

Write in them using Markdown for formatted text or plain text for 
straightforward documentation.



Storage of Google Colab

Here you can see your file on Google Colab



Storage of Google Colab

Your file are stored here. You can import other files using the drag 
and drop technique. 
Please remember that:
§ if you want to import a folder you should zip it before drag and 

drop on Google Colab
§ if you want to import a single you should drag and drop it on 

Google Colab as is



Storage of Google Colab

Or you can import your file in your google drive and then use this line 
of code in a cell

Follow the following instruction to accept Condition and Terms



Storage of Google Colab

All the file in this space will be deleted when you 
close the tab window



Storage of Google Colab

Now, you should see in your storage space a folder called “drive”



Copy a path

You can find the "option" button on the right side of the 
folder. Click on it and then select "Copy path" to 
retrieve the path for use in your Python code.



PRO Player: bash commands

Within a code cell, you can execute bash commands using the "!" symbol before 
the command itself. However, for the change directory command (cd), you should 
use the "%" symbol.



PRO Player: bash commands
Some useful commands in a code cell include:

• !pip install <library name>: This command is handy for installing additional 
libraries that Colab may not have by default

• !unzip <folder_name.zip>: Useful when you need to extract a folder that you've 
uploaded to the storage space by dragging and dropping

• %cd <path_name>: Helpful when you want to change directories within your code 
execution environment.



PRO Player: We love GPUS
If you NEED GPU computations, you can change your runtime by following the 
instructions provided above

Please note that GPUs are available for free but with a limited number of hours 
per day. Therefore, it's essential to use them judiciously and only when they're 
truly necessary.



PRO Player: We love GPUS

Please note that GPUs are available for free but with a limited number of hours 
per day. Therefore, it's essential to use them judiciously and only when they're 
truly necessary.

Select “T4 GPU”


